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My name is Ava Roxanne Stritt, also known as @SpaTravelGal and I’ve been called the most influential person in the world on spa travel and a top authority on luxury travel. In fact, my fans say I responsible for transforming the idea of an average spa day into a wellness adventure! I believe that spa, travel and unique experiences are not just a luxury, but essential to a healthy body & mind.

Currently, I am writing for USA Today, City Lifestyle, Upscale Living and many more publications.

DEMOGRAPHICS
83% 300+K 91%
FROM USA REACH WOMEN

SERVICES
- Content Creation
- Social Posting
- Product Photography
- Product reviews
- Placements in Publications
- @SpaTravelGal Instagram, Twitter (Verified), Facebook, Tiktok, Pinterest

PREVIOUS COLLABORATIONS
THE RITZ CARLTON HOTELS
ROCKY MOUNTAINEER TRAINS
BABOR SKINCARE
BARGE LADY CRUISES
GERMANY TOURISM

CONTACT
Ava@SpaTravelGal.com
www.SpaTravelGal.com

www.SpaTravelGal.com